
MULTIPURPOSE DOUBLE SPREADER
     Fertilizer&Organic Compost Spreader for Tractor - Mod. IODD-J Model

                                           OPERATOR'S MANUAL

        & Read the operator's manual perfectly before using the machine
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1. Introduction                                   

                           
1) Can be easily attached to the tractor by using three-point link system

   and can operate even at narrow space.

2) Hopper is made of stainless steel and it is corrosion-free.

3) Can spread organic compost in sacks such as chicken droppings, 

   pig droppings, sawdust, and lime.

4) It has 2 spread outlets and this makes it possible to spread 

   organic compost through one and the other one spreads regular

   fertilizer.

   

    Organic Compost Shutter                   Fertilizer Shutter

5) The Two discs spreading method enables to cover wider area 

   (can be adjusted)

6) Spread amount is controlled at driver's seat by hydraulic cylinder.
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※ Shown in the photo on the upside is the sidespread

      attachment in operation.
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Model IODD-750J IODD-1300J IODD-2000J

HOPPER CAPACITY(ℓ/gallon) 970/256 1300/343 2000/528

WEIGHT OF THE MACHINE

(㎏/lbs)
300/661 450/992 480/1058

WIDTH(outside side)(㎜/inch) 1800/70.8 2300/90.5 2300/90.5

LOADING HEIGHT(㎜/inch) 1330/52.3 1330/52.3 1610/63.3

LENGTH(㎜/inch) 1320/52 1380/54.3 1380/54.3

HOPPER WIDTH(㎜/inch) 1500/59 2000/78.7 2000/78.7

SPREADING WIDTH(m/ft) 8-24 / 26-78

POWER
P.T.O/

HYDRAULIC

2. Technical date                                 
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3. Terminology                                   

         Multipurpose Double Spreader(IODD-1300J)

           ➀   ④            ➉              ⑪

             

                                                     

      

                                                   ➇
                                                ➆
    ➈                                           ②

            ➄                           
                 ➂       ➅
                                         

                            

➀ Stainless Hopper ➁ Frame ➂ Gearbox

➃ Hydraulic hose ➄ disc ➅ vane

➆ Gearbox shield ➇ shutter ➈ Chain cover
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4. Operation                                     

1) Insert fertilizer spreader’s link sticks to the tractor’s low links (both left

   and right) and fasten with the pins.

2) Connect and fasten the fertilizer spreader’s upper link to the tractor’s

   top link.

3) Two different types of outlets are provided; the square-shaped outlet 

   is to be used for rice bran and rice hulls, and triangle-shaped outlet 

   is used for discharging of chemical fertilizer.

4) If organic compost is to be spread, close the square-shaped outlet’s

   lever and store compost in the hopper.

5) Ignite the tractor’s engine and adjust the height by using hydraulic

   lever.

6) Adjust organic compost outlet’s discharge rate and discharge compost

   by operating hydraulic motor.

7) If chemical fertilizer is to be spread, close the triangle-shaped outlet’s 

   lever and store chemical fertilizer in the container.

8) Adjust chemical fertilizer outlet’s discharge rate and discharge chemical

   fertilizer by operating hydraulic motor.

9) When to load organic compost or chemical fertilizer, it is convenient to

   use cylinders and load them in laid-back position.

10) Recommended spreading plate’s rotating speed is 500-600 rpm.

11) Fertilizer spreading distance is in proportion to the rotation speed of

    hydraulic motor. (Higher rotation speed gives wider spreading area but

    it causes great loss of fertilizer. Lower speed gives narrower coverage

    area)
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5. Important safety information                   

1) Safety gear must be worn while operating the machine. 

2) If more than two people are operating the machine, observe the others’

   movement carefully.

3) Make sure there is NO on or no obstacle within the operating area and

   its range.

4) Do NOT overload or apply excessive force to the equipment.

5) Perform “pre-operation”procedures.  In particular, check for loosen nuts 

   and bolts, connecting pins, and Lubricant.

6) If any trouble occurs while operating the equipment, turn off the engine

  of tractor and apply the break, then refer to “Trouble Shooting.”

7) Comply with all local traffic regulations while driving.

8) After assembling universal joint (before trial run), if joint is too long, or

   the angle between the tractor's PTO and the spreader exceeds. 

   recommended angle, then it may cause the breakage of the gear box.

※ Recommended angle is 15 degree

※ A PTO driveline that is too long and "bottoms out" could possibly cause

  severe damage to the gearbox. It is VERY IMPORTANT to check the

  proper PTO driveline length for your tractor.

  Gearboxes damaged by incorrect PTO driveline length are NOT covered   

  by warranty.
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1. Before Operation
1) Do NOT remove the safety covers for gear, chain, and any other

   moving parts.

2) Do NOT remove safety cover for hydraulic motor.

3) To adjust any parts, turn off the tractor’s engine first.

2. During Operation
1) Attaching or detaching of hydraulic unit’s coupler should be performed

   after turn off the engine.

2) Do not sit anywhere on the tractor except driver’s seat.

3) When the equipment malfunctions, turn off the engine first and check.

4) If you have to leave while the equipment is operating, always turn off 

  the engine. If there is no parking break, then secure the tractor’s wheels.

3. After Operating
1) Clean the equipment with water and dry it after each use. Apply oil to

   any parts that might get corrupted. Make sure it is ready to use for

   next time.

2) Make sure to secure the equipment tightly to avoid any fall off. (Pay 

   attention to the safety of children)

3) When the equipment is to be stored for a long time, cover it with

   protectors to save it from rain and snow.
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6. Checkup                                      

1) Place the spreader on the flat surface and check if it balances (left and

   right) with the tractor.

2) Prior to operation, make sure power transmission devices (hydraulic

   motor, chain sprocket, chain) are properly connected.

3) Make sure to apply oil where needed and check for loosen nuts and

   bolts before operating.

4) Test drive the equipment before actual use.

7. Storage                                       

1) When the equipment is to be stored for a long time, apply oil to the

   area where it is likely to have corrosion.

2) Firmly secure fertilizer spreader on the flat surface to prevent any

   possible fall off.

3) Keep it away from children to prevent any safety hazard.

4) When the equipment is to be stored for a long time, store it in indoor.  

   If it is to be stored outside, place it on the flat surface and cover it 

   with protectors to save it from rain and snow.

5) Make sure there is no foreign objects get into power connecting

   coupling tension device.

6) Disassemble near the tractor and store it in the shed.
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Oil hydraulic motor does
not turn

Check for oil supply valve.
If oil pressure is ok, 
then check for 
damage on the pole.

Oil leaks on couplers
Check for connections on 
couplers

If loosen, tighten it.
If  worn out, then
 replace.

Chain makes noise
 and chain sprocket
 misses the chain.

Check contact points. Check 
for worn out chain. Check 
for tension of the chain and 
adjust. 

Eliminate contacts. Maintain 
proper chain tension. if 
worn out, replace it.

Screws do not turn

Check for possible
 damages on the
 chain power 
transforming parts 

If chain is displaced, then 
put it back.
 If pole is damaged,
exchange it and firmly
 secure.

Oil hydraulic pressure moves 
only in one
direction

Check for possible
 damage on oil
 pressure direction
 adjusting valve.

If a block is damaged,
replace it

Rotating plate shakes
Check if it is caused by
excessive force

If severe, then replace it 

Agitator does not
move

Check for possible
damage on oil
pressure direction
adjusting valve.

If chain is displaced,
then put it back.
If pole is damaged,
exchange it and
firmly secure.

Oil leaks Worn out retainer If worn out, replace it.

Oil leaks on cylinder
pistons

Check for damages on 
packing

Replace packing

Hydraulic motor turns
and stops 

Check for oil pressure Add oil

Cylinder does not move Check for oil pressure Add oil

8. Trouble shooting                              
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FERTILIZER TYPE

P.T.O

SPEED

(RPM)

SPREAD

WIDTH

(METERS)

TRACTOR

SPEED

(km/h)

QUANTITY TO BE SPREAD, IN KGS PER HECTARE AT CONTROL LEVER 

SETTING INDICATED

1 2 3 4 5

Coarse Grain

Fertilizers
540 16

5.0 - 407 839 1328 2485
8.0 - 255 526 832 1557
12.0 - 168 347 549 1027

Medium Grain

Fertilizers
540 18

5.0 - 203 539 756 1475
8.0 - 127 338 474 925
12.0 - 85 225 316 617

Fine Grain

Fertilizers
540 20

5.0 - 142 43 618 982
8.0 - 90 272 391 622
12.0 - 59 179 257 409

Organic Compost 540 12

MIDDLE ENTIRE
5.0 - - 2424 - 3070
8.0 - - 1515 - 1918
12.0 - - 1006 - 1274

9. SPREADING CHART FOR FERTILIZER                                    

『 NOTE : KIOTI(DAEDONG) 50HP TRACTOR PUMP STANDARD

        : Applied Model : IODD-1300J, IODD-1300H, IODD-2000J

        : According to tractor hydraulic pump size the quantity would be different 』
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Model Number Description Quantity

IODD-1300J Vane 1

10. Parts sales & After service                    

Parts sales

1) The parts list provided is in compliance with IOD-600J,750J,900J 

   standards. Refer to this list when order any parts.

2) Follow next steps as below when order parts:

 ex) We would like to order 1 unit of Vane

3) To purchase the parts, contact the dealer where you purchased the 

equipment or our main office.

After service

1) If any malfunction occurs, please refer to “Trouble Shooting” section

   first.

2) If “Trouble Shooting”does not solve the issue, contact authorized dealer 

or manufacturer’s After Service Department.

11. Complimentary check up & Repair             
1) The limited warranty is good for one year from the date the equipment 

was delivered to the consumer.

2) Even after one-year warranty period, we would gladly check up and 

repair the equipment at a reasonable price.

3) With a faith that any one-time customer is a customer for forever, we 

would continue to take care of our company’s products for you until they 

last. 
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CERTIFICATE OF QUALITY ASSURANCE

All products manufactured and sold by IRIS SPREADERS, 

Co. are designed and assembled in accordance with 

regulations on farm machinery under very strict quality 

management. If the product is managed and used in 

accordance with instructions on regular check-ups and 

maintenance schedule provided in the owner’s operation 

manual then we assure you that the product always will 

be at its best condition and outstanding performance, and 

safely maintained. Thus, we are pleased to offer you the 

assurance terms as below.

1. SCOPE OF WARRANTY

If the product you purchased was managed and used in 

accordance with instructions on regular check-ups and 

maintenance schedule provided in the owner’s operation 

manual AND the product is still within warranty period and 

used less than allowed usage time for warranty AND 

technical analysis reveals that the malfunction was caused 

by quality of the parts or manufacturing defects, we will 

repair it or exchange with our qualified replacement parts.



▶ On delivery the customer should check the censure that the

   machine has not been damaged in transit, and that it       

    complies with that ordered as that it is complete with all the

   accessories as specified in the purchase contract. If it is

   found defective, a written complaint should be sent within 

   8 days of receipt of the same. 

2. WARRANTY PERIOD: 1 FULL YEAR

      When the product requires complementary repairs or 

maintenance, simply Present “Certificate of Warranty” to 

an authorized dealer or our main office for inspections 

and repairs.

   3. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE OWNER

Since any unauthorized inspections or use of non-genuine 

parts that are not prescribed in Owner’s Operation Manual may  

decrease the performance of the parts or cause fatal damages 

to the product, it is very critical to follow all the instructions 

prescribed in the Owner’s Operation Manual and Certificate of 

Quality Assurance.

4. EXCLUSIONS (Even within Warranty Period)

1) Items to be checked frequently for management  : 

   cleaning fuel-related parts,

   Items to be checked on regular basis            : 

   inspection of breaks and adjustment

2) Wear and Tear parts  

   (except manufacturer’s defect):

   filters, elements, rubber parts, vinyl parts, fuse, and wires.



3) Any malfunction or defect caused by using unspecified fuel 

(low quality fuel or contaminated fuel)

4) Any malfunction caused by not complying with instructions 

prescribed in Owner’s Operation Manual or Warning Signs 

5) Any defect caused by unauthorized modification of the 

product or use of non-genuine parts.

6) Any defect caused by negligence in storing and managing 

such as damages due to extreme weather conditions.

7) Minor issues not related with the function (smell, vibrations, 

shape, sensitivity)

8) Major discrepancies between the parts and its serial 

numbers recorded in our data base. 

9) Malfunction caused by natural calamities.

5. PROCEDURE FOR WARRANTY REPAIR

         Warranty repair will be provided in our authorized Customer

         Service Centre by qualified warranty repair technician during

         business hours.



6. In case we upgrade the specifications of certain model, we do 

not have any responsibility to upgrade 

the already-sold-equipments.

7. TRANSFER OF WARRANTY

Since we honor the remaining warranty time even after the 

transfer of ownership through sale or donation, it is very 

important to acquire the Certificate of warranty when transfer of 

the product takes place.

 ※ We will honor all the terms prescribed above. However if you 

are not satisfied with the service provided to you, you may 

contact our customer service center directly and we will do our 

best to support you. 



Name Address

Model Name Model # Serial #

Date of 

Purchase

Date of Service Used 

Time

Name Address

Model Name Model # Serial #

Date of 

Purchase

Date of Service Used 

Time

WARRANTY INFORMATION

○ In order for us to guarantee our highest quality on our products, we 

offer complimentary inspections in designated agencies. If any 

malfunction occurs caused by manufacturing defect during warranty 

period, we will repair or replace the parts at free of charge.

○ WARRANTY EXCLUSIONS:

   1. Modified products

   2. Missed or skipped check-ups and measures

   3. Damages or malfunction caused by negligence

                                                             

Certificate of After Service ( 1 )

Please bring this certificate within 1 year from the date of purchase to 

have routine inspection.

This certificate should be submitted when you request an inspection.

                                             

Certificate of After Service ( 2 )

Please bring this certificate within 1 year from the date of purchase to 

have routine inspection.

This certificate should be submitted when you request an inspection.



DATE PERFORMED TECHNICIAN CONFIRMED

After Service Execution Report




